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“This being the case, in what manner are the Irish people to subsist in future? There is the land and
there is labor enough to bring it into cultivation. But such is the state in which the land is placed,
that capital cannot be employed upon it. You have tied up the raw material in such a manner -- you
have created such a monopoly of land by your laws and by your mode of dealing with it -- as to
render it alike a curse to the people and to the owners of it”
John Bright, MP
[From a Speech in the House of Commons, 2 April, 1849, Speeches, Vol.I, pp. 332 (Edition of 1868)]

Editorial

by Karl Fitzgerald

We’re privatising our way to a real life version of
Monopoly - the board game we all love to hate.
The irony of the popular game’s history is confronting for many Progress readers. ‘Monopoly’
was originally called The Landlord’s Game. It was
designed to teach us about the danger of privatising natural monopolies into a tollbooth society.
Today’s leaders are quite simply puppets for their
campaign contributors.
This edition addresses these concerns, beginning
with a storytelling piece on the importance of the
commons, of the land in our lives. If a place to
lay down our roots really is so important, why
has society allowed such a Game of Mates to
thrive? ‘Who Owns the Earth’ raises awareness of
the Charter of the Forest, which is celebrating it’s
800th anniversary this November 6.
The satire of the ABC’s popular Utopia series is
raising awareness of the dangers of privatisations. Bloomberg has also been busy on this front,
finding recent NSW privatisations dwarfed the
state’s entire history of sell-offs. With east coast
states also awash with stamp duty revenues, this
could be as good as public services get.
Victoria’s Andrews administration is no different,
with the Victorian Land Titles Office tragically up
for sale, so soon after the Port of Melbourne.
This same government has placed a ratings cap
on local councils, further choking their sovereignty. With so much focus on council revenues, little
analysis has occurred on the role that 30+ years
of privatisations have placed on cost structures.
Melbourne City Council employs Serco, the
world’s largest prison operator, to run our
parks and gardens services. So blind are the
public that Serco even have the gall to use the
slogan ‘bringing service to life’ on their vehicles.
Meanwhile, Halliburton’s KKR are in charge of
tree planting in Adelaide.
The Maribyrnong City Council pays a private contractor $2000 for each and every drain clearance.
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In the past this could have funded two people for
a week to clear ten drains. But few are discussing
the privatised rents that consultants, multi-nationals and insiders bidding for government
contracts can claim. The market is one-eyed
under today’s neoliberal mantra.
Quite simply, we have replaced a few pubic
servants leaning on shovels with executives on a
long Friday lunch.
The good news is that Prosper is more involved
than ever in lobbying government for the
necessary policy changes. The more our supporters write letters, phone into callback radio
or contact their MP (the core essentials of civic
behaviour), the closer we get to meaningful
reform.
I’m hoping to bring more academic articles to
Progress, and in Property is Only Another Name for
Monopoly, two young academics in Posner and
Weyl attempt to describe the need for both allocative and investment efficiencies. Whilst raising
some interesting points, I must ask you to identify
their mistake. The next article - a testimony by
Henry George to the US Senate, answers their
shortcomings.
Karl Williams’ Geoists in History takes us into the
heart of the zionist movement with a biographical take on Chaim Weizmann, the catalyst behind
the creation of Israel. Weizmann too agreed that
the Palestinians have ‘the same rights to their
homes as we have to our national home’.
How good intentions turn sour without some
form of rent-sharing.
We hope this selection of articles illuminates
the role that unearned incomes play in dividing
society and the necessary reforms needed to
harmonise the growth of society with nature, of
incomes with prices, of natural monopolies with
lowest operating costs.

Who Owns the Earth?
Is our attachment to private property the root of our
environmental problems? Private land ownership
is a beautiful dream gone badly wrong. It’s time
to reinstate the forgotten ideal of the commons.
Reprinted with permission from Aeon.
My mother likes to say she was born out of the
back of a ’39 Ford. She wasn’t, actually. She
was born in a hospital in Chicago. But less than
a year later she and her parents returned to the
Montana ranch that her family had homesteaded in the early 1900s, and where they still lived.
That is where my mother counts her birth, when
she got out of the back of that ’39 Ford and came
home to the prairie, full of meadowlarks and
fragrant soil and a big golden willow. ‘I count how
God and nature do things,’ she says of her birth.
‘People have a home, and they know when they
get there.’
If there is a greater thrill of belonging, of home,
than turning the key in your first house, it’s land
ownership. The ranch my mother grew up on
still smells of sweet soil. Its acres roll out under
Montana’s big sky, harbouring the prairie’s native
yellow bells and buttercups. To belong to a place
like that, to know it’s yours to care for and live on,
is a powerful and steadying force. On your own
land, you can send out the kind of roots we often
speak of but don’t always treat seriously. ‘I’ve put
down roots,’ we say sadly when moving away
from a place we’ve become attached to. Those
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by Antonia Malchik

roots are real, and they become stronger and
deeper the more closely we belong to a place.
For people like my great-great-grandparents and
so many others who had lived under the yoke of
tenuous tenancy rights in Europe, the US’s 1862
Homestead Act promised a sense of freedom
that these days is almost unimaginable: the
freedom to own the land that you worked on, the
farm that sustained you, the riverbank where you
stood to catch your dinner, the trees that shaded
your house. You could lose it through bankruptcy or by giving up – pioneer life was less the delightful, rich adventure depicted in Little House
on the Prairie than a stark, cold, lonely, and harsh
life that drove many off the land within a few
short years – but no capricious lord or absentee
owner could take it from you or demand a percentage of your labour. White Americans who
benefited from the opening of the West and the
brutal, deeply unjust Indian Removal Act, would
never again be subject to the equivalent of the
Highland Clearances.
For me, like my ancestors, the Montana landscape
is part of who I am. It’s beyond price. Love is the
one thing about land that cannot be measured
by use, real estate markets, or commodity prices.
It makes a deep sense of home possible. Once
established through the surety of knowing that
the land you live on cannot be taken, it then spills
out beyond its borders to encompass the sur-
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rounding lands. Private property might be the
birthplace of husbandry and true sustainability
as well as of self-sufficiency and self-determination, but ownership of land also allows us to
invest in a community, including public lands and
resources owned by all, with a sense of interdependence and mutual cooperation.
The ranch my mother was born on was not built
solely by her family’s labour. It relied on water
aquifers deep beneath the surface, the health
of soil on plains and hills beyond their borders,
on hundreds – perhaps thousands – of years of
care by the Blackfoot tribe whose land it should
have remained, the weather over which they had
no control, the sun, seeds, and a community who
knew in their bones that nobody could do this
alone. These things comprised an ecosystem
that was vital to their survival, and the same
holds true today. These are our shared natural
resources, or what was once known as ‘the
commons’.
We live on and in the commons, even if we don’t
recognise it as such. Every time we take a breath,
we’re drawing from the commons. Every time
we walk down a road we’re using the commons.
Every time we sit in the sunshine or shelter from
the rain, listen to birdsong or shut our windows
against the stench from a nearby oil refinery, we
are engaging with the commons. But we have
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forgotten the critical role that the commons
play in our existence. The commons make
life possible. Beyond that, they make private
property possible. When the commons become
degraded or destroyed, enjoyment and use of
private property become untenable. A Montana
rancher could own ten thousand acres and still
be dependent on the health of the commons.
Neither a gated community nor high-rise
penthouse apartments can close a human being
from the wider world that we all rely on.
We have been able to ignore and damage the
commons without acknowledging the consequences for far too long. But now, the press of
human population and the rise of industrialism
make the question urgent: how will we own our
shared resources? How will we protect them for
the benefit of all? There are no more frontiers to
run away to, and no more pretending that what
we do on one piece of property has no effect not
only on neighbours next door but on ecosystems
hundreds of miles away. In my great-great-grandparents’ time, a driving question for European
immigrants or descendants was how to gain
the freedom granted by private property. For our
future, it’s not just a question of who owns the
earth, but how.
The commons are just what they sound like: land,
waterways, forests, air. The natural resources

of our planet that make life possible. Societies
throughout history have continually relied on
varying systems of commons usage that strove
to distribute essential resources equitably, like
grazing and agricultural land, clean water for
drinking and washing, foraged food, and wood
for fuel and building. As far back as 555 CE the
commons were written into Roman law, which
stated outright that certain resources belonged
to all, never owned by a few: ‘By the law of nature
these things are common to mankind – the air,
running water, the sea and consequently the
shores of the sea.’
The point was for an individual or family to gain
the means for an independent life, not to grow
rich from land ownership
The power of this tradition is difficult to explain
but even more difficult to overstate, and its
practice echoes throughout Western history. The
Magna Carta, agreed to in 1215 by England’s King
John at the insistence of his barons, protected
those nobles from losing their lands at the whim
of whatever sovereign they were serving. It also
laid down the right to a trial by one’s peers, among
other individual rights, and is the document widely
cited as the foundation of modern democracy.
What is less well-known is the Charter of the
Forest, which was agreed to two years later by
the regent for Henry III, King John having died in
1216. With the Charter, ‘management of common
resources moves from the king’s arbitrary rule’,
says Carolyn Harris, a Canadian scholar of the
Magna Carta, ‘to the common good’. The Charter
granted what are called subsistence rights,
the right that ‘[e]very free man may henceforth
without being prosecuted make in his wood or in
land he has in the forest a mill, a preserve, a pond,
a marl-pit, a ditch, or arable outside the covert in
arable land, on condition that it does not harm
any neighbour’. Included was the permission to
graze animals and gather the food and fuel that
one needed to live.
These rights went over to America intact and
informed that country’s founding fathers as
they developed their own system of laws, with
a greater emphasis on the rights of commoners
to own enough land to live independently. (That
this land belonged to the native people who
already lived there didn’t factor much into their

reasoning.) For Thomas Jefferson, according to
law professor Eric T Freyfogle in his 2003 book
The Land We Share, ‘[t]he right of property chiefly
had to do with a man’s ability to acquire land
for subsistence living, at little or no cost: It was
a right of opportunity, a right to gain land, not a
right to hoard it or to resist public demands that
owners act responsibly.’
Benjamin Franklin, too, believed that any property
not required for subsistence was ‘the property of
the public, who by their laws, have created it, and
who may therefore by other laws dispose of it,
whenever the welfare of the public shall demand
such disposition’. The point was for an individual
or family to gain the means for an independent
life, not to grow rich from land ownership or to
take the resources of the commons out of the
public realm. This idea extended to limiting trespassing laws. Hunting on another’s unenclosed
land was perfectly legal, as was – in keeping with
the Charter of the Forest – foraging.
The land itself, not just the resources it contained,
was part of the commons. Consider the implications of this thinking for our times: if access
to the means for self-sustenance were truly the
right of all, if both public resources and public
land could never be taken away or sold, then how
much power could the wealthy, a government, or
corporations have over everyday human lives?
The idea of the commons isn’t exclusive to
English and American history. In Russia, since at
least the 1400s and continuing in various forms
until the Bolshevik revolution of 1917, land was
managed under the mir system, or ‘joint responsibility’, which ensured that everyone had land
and resources enough – including tools – to
support themselves and their families. Strips
of land were broken up and redistributed every
so often to reflect changing family needs. Land
belonged to the mir as a whole. It couldn’t be
taken away or sold. In Ireland from before the 7th
century (when they were first written down) to
the 17th, Brehon laws served a similar purpose,
with entire septs or clans owning and distributing
land until invading English landlords carved up
the landscape, stripped its residents of ancestral
systems and tenancy rights, and established
their estates with suppression and violence. The
Scottish historian Andro Linklater examines variations on these collective ownership systems in
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detail in his 2013 book, Owning the Earth: the adat
in Iban, crofting in Scotland, the Maori ways of
use in New Zealand, peasant systems in India
and China and in several Islamic states, and of
course on the North American continent before
European invasion and settlement.
But the commons are not relics of dusty history.
The Kyrgyz Republic once had a successful
system of grazing that benefited both herdsmen
and the land. Shattered during Soviet times
in favour of intensive production, the grazing
commons is slowly being reinstated after
passage of a Pasture Law in 2009, replacing a
system of private leases with public use rights
that revolve around ecological knowledge and
are determined by local communities. In Fiji,
villages have responded to pressures from overfishing and climate change by adopting an older
system of temporary bans on fishing called
tabu. An article in the science magazine Nautilus
describes the formation of locally managed
Marine Protected Areas that use ancient traditions of the commons, and modern scientific
understanding, to adapt these communal fishing
rights and bans to the changing needs of the
ecosystem.
Preservation of the commons has not, then, been
completely forgotten. But it has come close.
The commons are, essentially, antithetical both
to capitalism and to limitless private profit, and
have therefore been denigrated and abandoned in
many parts of the world for nearly two centuries.
One of the most persuasive and influential
critiques of the commons in the second half of
the 20th century came from the ecologist and
microbiologist Garrett Hardin. In 1968, Hardin
published an essay in the magazine Science
that argued hard against commons systems of
ownership and use. Titled ‘The Tragedy of the
Commons’, the essay’s main point was that on a
planet of finite resources, the right to reproduce
shouldn’t be absolute, but it ranged over many
areas of philosophy and morality. ‘The Tragedy
of the Commons’ is a seminal piece of work that
remained influential up to and beyond Hardin’s
death in 2003.
Hardin insisted that a commons system of
ownership, incorporating shared access and use,
will always lead to disaster because individual
selfishness will inevitably prevail over the needs
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of a community. And, once one individual acts
selfishly, all others will follow. Not even Adam
Smith, he said, had ever asserted that pursuit of
individual interest would always lead to public
gain.
Where Hardin’s argument fractures is in his assumption that any system of the commons must
necessarily be anarchic. Picturing a pasture
open to all, Hardin said that only disease, war,
and poaching would keep the population within
the land’s healthy carrying capacity. Once social
stability had been achieved, and herdsmen could
graze as many animals as they wanted, each
would have an incentive to increase his individual
herd, until the land was destroyed by overgrazing. ‘The inherent logic of the commons,’ Hardin
argued, ‘remorselessly generates tragedy.’ What
he neglected was the reality of the commons, in
which agreed limits that benefit the community
are an integral and necessary part of the legal
and social system.
In both the Kyrgyz grazing system and Fijian
Marine Protected Areas, the point of opening
the commons is that the affected community
uses scientific, ecological knowledge to agree
on limits and ways of use. In the western United
States, a system of grazing rights on public land
is designed to allow small ranchers to survive by
giving them access to ranges wider than they
could ever afford to own privately, while at the
same time preventing them from overgrazing to
the detriment of the ecosystem. These practices
simply extend into modern times the way that the
commons have functioned throughout history.
Unbridled use was never an acceptable part of
the system.
What Hardin got right, though, seems almost unintentional. His dismissal of commons systems
of ownership ignores how these systems
function, but his claim that a commons system
of waste and pollution is damaging to humanity
goes right to the heart of where we’ve gone wrong
with private property. ‘It did not much matter
how a lonely American frontiersman disposed of
his waste,’ he points out, but modern pressures
of population density and industrial pollution
put the integrity of the commons at risk. Here
is where Hardin’s statement that ‘freedom in a
commons brings ruin to all’ starts to ring true.
The key to the commons, which should have
extended to private property rights when they

right to property use and profit destroying the
lives, livelihoods, health, or homes of neighbours near and far. The common thread is in how
they ignore, almost completely, the necessity of
keeping the commons healthy and stable.
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became widespread, was that they remained
true to the ideas enshrined in the Charter of the
Forest: use for subsistence was the right of all,
but it only extended to activities that would not
harm one’s neighbours. The idea of the commons
isn’t exclusive to English and American history. A
commons system of ownership cannot be a freefor-all; it only works when its use is managed in
the interests of all.
In America, the shift to allowing intense industrial uses of land, despite its effects on neighbours, gained legal traction in the early 1800s,
when court cases began to trickle out that held
the pursuit of economic activity to be a public
good. In a seismic upheaval in how property
rights were perceived, mining operations could
now discharge their waste into waterways, even
at the expense of homeowners and fishermen
downstream; railroad companies and farmers
could act through eminent domain to acquire or
use others’ land that they claimed was needed
for their own operations, even when the owners
were unwilling to sell.
This recognition of private profit as a public good
increased globally throughout the 20th century
with dizzying speed, leading to extensive loss
of the public commons into the 21st century.
Just in the past 10 years, Chinese oil companies
have been given rights to drill in the last pristine
Ecuadoran jungle over the objections of the native
people whose home it has been for time out of
mind. Decisions in Britain that allowed continued
drainage on farmland and grouse-hunting estates
put downstream villages at high risk of flooding,
while a Cumbrian nuclear plant has contaminated shellfish in Scotland hundreds of miles away.
There are more stories than I can count of the

It is ironic that, just as the ancient traditions of
successful commons ownership is regaining
legitimacy in places like Fiji and the Kyrgyz
Republic, the planet-wide commons themselves are under unfettered assault very similar
to what Hardin imagined in his ‘Tragedy of the
Commons’. The damage we inflict on our own
land has never stayed within surveyed property
lines. But even as our ecological understanding
has increased, our willingness to limit intensive
use of private property has shrunk. A coal mine, a
hog farm surrounded by extensive waste lagoons
that seep into watersheds, a subdivision built
on wetlands, an oil well on ground held sacred
– whether it’s private land or public, if the use
will make money, it must be for the public good.
This view is defended even when it destroys everything we need both for physical wellbeing
and any sense of deeper connection we might
still maintain with the earth beneath our feet and
the sky overhead. Even if it severs our roots to
the land and discards any sense we might have
of ‘home’. We have come, almost inevitably, to a
situation where the pursuit of economic growth,
enforced by a belief in expansive private property
rights, has put in peril the very ecosystems, the
very planet, that we rely on for survival.
The dreams of freedom and self-sufficiency held
by pioneers like my great-great grandparents
still have mythical power in the US. That power
is often used to make broad claims that any restriction on property use is too limiting to the
kind of liberty my ancestors enjoyed, liberty for
which many still pine. When armed militants took
over and occupied the Malheur National Wildlife
Refuge south of Burns, Oregon in January 2016,
they expressed a widespread opinion (but, it’s
important to note, not an overwhelming or even
majority one) that government ownership of vast
lands in the American West was preventing them
and others – ranchers, timber companies, and
mining companies, specifically – from using
that land in ways that most benefited them individually and the communities those lands are
located in. The frustration they expressed was
confusing to many, but the longing that seeped
out from under their demands was a very familiar
PROGRESS Spring 2017
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one. It contained a basic human instinct that we
shouldn’t ignore: the desire to draw a living for
oneself and one’s family from the earth beneath
one’s feet.
It’s a warped instinct as expressed here, dismissing others’ desire to enjoy the same rights,
neglecting a private user’s or owner’s obligation
to neighbours and the surrounding community,
and deeply ignorant of the widespread ecological damage caused by unregulated industry.
It ignores even the fact that human beings are
part of those same ecosystems and become
damaged just as nature does. But strip away the
Malheur militants’ ignorance of ecology, history,
and the absolute necessity of balancing private
use with the public’s right to a healthy commons,
and we’re left with something familiar: a tiny cry
for justice that says the individual right to subsistence from the land – not wealth, just ‘enough’,
whatever that means – is one that should belong
to us all.
The community benefit of land ownership and
use has changed drastically since Roman times,
since the Charter of the Forest was agreed,
and even since America was first created as a
country, and it will continue to do so. For a period
of time that in human and geological history is
brief but will nevertheless leave lasting harm,
governments and courts have come to see a
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landowner’s most beneficial use of the land as
the creation of private profit. But the view of land
as a commodity to be exploited rather than part
of the public commons is still relatively recent. If
we’re to take environmental problems seriously,
legal and societal understanding must reinstate
the principle that a landowner’s freedom is restricted by the right of that owner’s neighbours
to enjoy their own property undisturbed, and by a
duty to leave the commons unharmed.

This understanding must necessarily include a
more scientific knowledge of ecology. Earth is
a sieve. Water flows not just visibly down rivers
and streams but through bedrock and across
aquifers. So do industrial chemicals. Overworked
soil can drift and blow away, as can air pollution,
settling on nearby or far-off people who are defenceless against its detrimental health effects.
Carving up mountainsides for developments
of affordable duplexes or multi-million-dollar
vacation homes puts residents downhill at risk of
mudslides, while destroying soul-restoring views
and forests that could be the birthright of all. The
commons saturate every part of our existence.
Will we allow the rights of those commons, of the
public trust, of the human being’s access to a
simple, sustainable life, to pass out of memory? If
we allow the answer to be ‘yes’, then we may find
that we lose private property itself, along with

the commons. Private property and the public
trust coexist; there is no private realm without
public, society-wide agreement that enforces
rights and laws. Enjoyment of private property is
not possible when the common resources that
surround it are degraded. A well-ordered society
needs both.
This is not purely a matter of dealing with climate
change or other environmental damage. Property
rights have always stretched long tendrils into
every aspect of our lives. It is easy, or perhaps convenient, to forget that not so long ago much of the
Western world accepted the private ownership of
human beings with few twinges of conscience.
Troubling implications of our fetish for private
property abound, well beyond the question of land
ownership: the rights of companies to patent and
therefore privatise seeds, taking access to food
out of the public realm. Battles over open-source
computer programming and whether libraries
should be privatised bring into question who
gets access to the powers of information and
creation. Rebecca Skloot’s book The Immortal
Life of Henrietta Lacks (2010) brought to international attention the point that our very genes and
tissues can be collected, traded, tested, and sold
as private property, a prospect many people find
appalling. It’s a long road from owning a mobile
phone or a quarter-acre lot of surveyed subdivision to owning your genetic information, but all
of these examples fall into the question of who
owns what. Arguments in favour of preserving
the public commons against private interest
could be made for every one of them.
Decades of pollution and poison from mines,
factories, automobiles, power plants, and industrial farms have barely moved the needle
away from profit and private property as public
benefits. Only the prospect – and now the reality
– of global climate change has begun reframing
the conversation in terms of society’s right to an
undamaged commons.
In 2015, 21 children and teenagers from across
the United States joined together to pursue
legal action against the federal government for
its inaction on climate change, claiming that
continued support for fossil fuel extraction and
use was putting their very futures at risk. Their
case pits them against some of the most entrenched and powerful interests on the planet,

whose trade groups have filed briefs noting that
the Our Children’s Trust lawsuit is a ‘direct threat’
to their businesses. In Holland, citizens took their
government to court for human rights violations
in an effort to force it to cut carbon emissions.
While the Children’s Trust case in the US hasn’t
yet made much headway, The Hague court in
Holland eventually ordered the government to
reduce carbon emissions by 25 per cent within
five years. What these cases have in common
– and there will very probably be more of them
in the future – is their recognition that private
ownership of land and resources needs to be
hitched once again to its long-lost partner of
owner responsibility. They open up again the acknowledgment that the commons are necessary
to human life and remain the interests of all. If we
truly believe in a long future for humanity, that we
will spread into space and inhabit this planet for
millennia beyond imagination, then the pursuit
of economic interest and profit, and the right to
use one’s land as one wishes, can no longer ride
roughshod over the public’s right to an uncontaminated waters, a breathable atmosphere, and
a liveable planet.
The question that opened this essay – do we
need to relinquish private property to solve our
most pressing environmental problems? – was
not a proposal. Instead, it was meant to prompt
us all to think differently about the relationship
between public need and private ownership,
between private property rights as regards
use and the rights of the public to access and
maintain the resources it needs to survive.
Private property laws can allow us to own land
in such a way that we feel free to invest in it both
our work and our affection. A place where we can
say, like my mother does, that we have a home,
and we know when we get there, even if it’s not
out of the back of a ’39 Ford. Those laws will only
do so, though, if we at the same time keep the
integrity of the commons intact.
To say that we cannot eat money has become
a cliché, but it is still true. Nor can we drink it,
sleep on it or breathe it. The question of land
ownership, and therefore of use, comes down
to how much we will accept, how far we will go.
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Clause for Concern
The people of Working Dog Productions are
national treasures. Ever since The Late Show
made its debut on a Saturday night in July 1992
they have been an almost constant fixture of
Australian life. While they started out with sketch
comedy they expanded into satire with their
serial comedy-dramas Frontline, Hollow Men and
Utopia. Their oeuvre is broader than the above,
but it has been these series that have amused
and enlightened the public with their takes on
the current affairs programs of commercial
television (Frontline), the valueless machinations of political re-election (Hollow Men) and the
absurdist struggles of working within a bureaucracy (Utopia).
For three seasons Utopia has managed to exaggerate and lampoon the offices of a fictional
government agency, known as the Nation
Building Authority. The NBA’s area of concern is
infrastructure and, in the show, it is often called
upon by the Government to review ideas and the
actions the Government is about to undertake.
One such action of the Government is the privatisation of a port and this is the focus of episode
four of series three, Clause for Concern.
Tony, played by Rob Sitch, is the head of the NBA
and has been asked to review the contract for
the privatisation of a port. While the show may
be fictional, port privatisations around Australia
are not. In 2014 the Port of Newcastle was leased
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Celia Pacquola and Rob Sitch in a scene from Utopia

by William Payze

at a cost of $1.75 billion for 98 years. The Port of
Darwin privatisation in 2015 saw it leased for 99
years at a cost of $506 million. Dwarfing these
amounts is the $9.7 billion-dollar lease of the
Port of Melbourne for 50 years from 2016. The
Western Australian government is currently attempting to privatise Utah Point in Port Headland
and the Port of Fremantle. While the location of
the port under consideration in Utopia is never
revealed, the figures quoted and the setting of the
show leads the viewer to assume the privatisation of the Melbourne Port inspired the episode.
The genius of comedy is that, if done well, it can
highlight issues and communicate more clearly
than perhaps any other medium. A quick search
of the internet on port privatisation in Australia
will bring up pieces on ABC’s The Conversation, the
Fairfax and News Corp. mastheads, blogs such
as Macrobusiness and academic papers. While
these are all informative sources that will provide
you with the background required to grasp the
issues at hand, none are quite so immediate, accessible and clear as the forward and backwards
between the characters of Utopia.
In the extract below Tony is battling with Jim
(Anthony Lehmann), who is the Government’s
liaison with the NBA, and Rhonda (Kitty Flanagan),
a media manager whose only concerns seem to
be photo ops and the latest workplace trends. It
takes place after the contract has been modified

at Tony’s request. The problem is that it wasn’t
the only modification that occurred.
T: It’s not the same contract. They’ve added a
clause.
J: It’s in the appendix.
R: No one reads that.
T: I did. “No competing port facility shall be allowed
to operate within the economic zone for the next
50 years.”
J: I don’t even know what that means.
R: It’s just lawyer speak.
T: It means that no-one can compete with them for
50 years.
J: They wanted 100. They’re talking 8 billion dollars.
T: I’d pay 10 if you gave me that clause.
R: What’s your problem.
J: We’re just trying to get the best price for the tax
payer.
T: But you don’t do that by signing up to a lousy
deal. Alright, we allow this clause.
J: Great.
R: I’ll let the minister know.
T: No, no. I’m giving you a hypothetical.
J: Well you didn’t say that.
T: It was in my inflection.
R: Well I didn’t pick it up.
T: Hypothetically...
J: Got it.
T: … we allow this clause. Effectively giving the
new owners a monopoly. Next year they triple the
charges. What do we do then?
J: Wait 49 years?
T: Jim.
J: It’s not going to happen.
T: It’s exactly what happens when you don’t have
competition.
J: Hypothetically?

T: No.
R: Pick an inflection.
T: Sorry guys but I’m just not going to sign off on
this deal.
And like that, Working Dog have managed to
explain to the viewers of the show why the privatisation of a natural monopoly like a port is an
exercise in rent-seeking. If the port is privatised
with no one allowed to compete with it, and the
leaseholders can set their own prices, they have a
license to print money. But that figure of speech
is inaccurate. The money doesn’t go straight from
the printing presses into their accounts, it comes
from the rest of the community. By being the only
group that can provide a necessary service for
the community, the community must bear their
charges. These charges will then be passed on to
other members of the community by the people
that need to use the port for their business. It is
an economic weed that rapidly spreads throughout the community that must be pulled out at the
roots.
Every episode of Utopia provides a worthwhile
commentary on aspects of the bureaucracy,
workplace, policy and sometimes economics.
Clause for Concern’s focus on privatisation for
the short-term boost to the coffers of the Government, at the long-term expense of the rest
of the community, is an important commentary
that too many in Australia may otherwise miss
out on. That we can laugh while learning that we
are literally being sold out shows how masterful
Working Dog are at their craft and why we are
lucky to have them.
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Property Is Only Another Name
For Monopoly
by Eric A. Posner and E. Glen Weyl

ABSTRACT
The existing system of private property interferes with
allocative efficiency by giving owners the power to
hold out for excessive prices. We propose a remedy
in the form of a tax on property, based on the value
self-assessed by its owner at intervals, along with a
requirement that the owner sell the property to any
third party willing to pay a price equal to the self-assessed value. The tax rate would reflect a tradeoff
between gains from allocative efficiency and losses
to investment efficiency, likely in the range of 5 to 10
percent annually for most assets. We discuss the
detailed design of this system from an economic and
legal perspective.
INTRODUCTION
Property rights of all sorts—in real estate, in
shares of corporations, and in radio spectrum,
to take three diverse examples—give the owner
a monopoly over a resource. It is conventional to
think that this monopoly is benign. It gives the
owner an incentive to invest in improving the
property because she receives the entire payoff
from its use or sale. This aligns social and private
incentives for investment in property. This
thinking plays a role in libertarian defenses
of private property and in the influential work
of legal economists deriving from the Coase
Theorem (see, e.g., Epstein 1997).
However, the monopoly also creates a serious
cost that is often overlooked. Because the owner
has a monopoly, she will attempt to sell the
property at a “monopoly price”, one above the
minimum she would be willing to accept for her
asset and thus the price she would charge in
a market where many individuals with similar
valuations of substantially identical property
to the owner compete to make a sale. Just
like a normal monopolist, a property
owner sets a price that approximates what the
seller thinks that the likely buyer’s valuation or
reservation price for the property is. Because
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some buyers will have a valuation that is lower
than the announced price but higher than the
seller’s valuation, some efficient sales will be
blocked or delayed.
This inhibits the allocation of property to its
most valuable uses, a crucial component of
a successful market economy. Macroeconomists have found that failure of assets to be
reallocated to their most efficient uses is a
major drag on aggregate productivity around
the world.
When this problem is discussed, authors usually
refer to it as the “holdout problem”, most
familiar in the context of development of real
property and purchases of mineral rights and
other natural resources, where projects can fail
because sellers hold out for excessive prices.
The problem also arises prominently in transactions over corporate assets, including corporate
takeovers, where negotiations often get bogged
down in discussions over the transaction price.
The Federal Communications Commission has
spent the last seven years preparing an auction
and property-redefinition procedure to deal
with holdout problems that have inhibited the reallocation of spectrum to more efficient uses. In
intellectual property, scholars have long understood that monopoly power granted to inventors
through patent law interferes with allocative efficiency—exemplified by the “patent troll” controversy (Lemley & Shapiro 2007).
But the problem is much more general. In
every transaction—home sales, sales of ordinary
goods, and so on—private property creates bargaining problems that interfere with allocative efficiency. To put this problem starkly: allocative efficiency and thus an efficient market economy is
impossible in the presence of private ownership.
This problem was first clearly articulated by
the “marginal revolutionaries”, Jevons (1871)
and Walras (1896), who laid the foundation

for modern formal economic analysis. They,
together with George (1879), another prominent
economist of the late 19th century, believed
that the only solution to the monopoly problem
was nationalization (through taxation) of many
forms of property. Building on their arguments,
the socialist economist Lerner (1944) advocated
state ownership of property, together with a
public “mechanism” that distributed possessory
rights of property to users who valued them the
most. In his Nobel prize-winning work, Vickrey
(1961) (a follower of George) described how
an auction could serve that function. Property
is owned in common; the government would
allocate temporary possessory and control
interests in the property (effectively, leases) to
the winners of an auction.
Because users would eventually be required to
return property to the government, they could
not hold out for a monopoly price, or indeed sell
their property at all. The modern literature on
mechanism design and related work in law and
economics, which was initiated by Vickrey’s
contributions, have further refined our understanding of the monopoly problem with private
property, and explored ways in which markets
can be designed to mitigate it.
However, this literature has ignored the traditional concern with common ownership. As we
noted at the outset, the benefit of the monopoly
granted by private property rights is that it gives
the owner an incentive to invest in the property
to enhance its value. If the owner can charge
whatever price she wants when she sells the
property, she will be compensated for an investment that increases its value, because she can
increase the price to reflect the increase in value
added by her investment. If she cannot—if she
must instead return the property to “society”
(meaning, to government officials)—then she
has weak incentives to invest in it. Probably for
this reason, Vickrey’s proposal has never been
seriously considered by a government.
Instead, the governments of countries where
modern market economies exist have addressed
the tension between allocative efficiency and
investment efficiency by adopting something
like a “mixed regime” that consists of strong
private property rights for most ordinary types of
property and significant deviations in special

cases. These deviations include liability rules
in tort law for relatively indirect forms of property-rights violation; adverse possession of
unused property; time-limited property rights
(generally used for intellectual property, but
also for a range of government-leased resources
like grazing land); redefinition of property rights
in the light of technological change (such as with
the radio spectrum discussed above); public
ownership in limited cases (e.g., roads); and
various jury-rigged forms of government intervention like eminent domain for private uses
(see discussion in Subsection 4.3 above ). In
all of these cases, the deviation from private
property reduces the holdout problem and thus
enhances allocative efficiency, while paying
the price in the form of reduced incentives for
private investment.
And yet there are serious problems with this
mixed regime. First, it does not address the
monopoly problem for a huge range of transactions—reallocating mineral rights .... monthslong negotiations over house sales, corporate
acquisitions that can drag on for years. In
these cases, investment efficiency is maintained, but allocative efficiency is sacrificed.
Second, where the regime addresses allocative
efficiency by deviating from private property, it
relies heavily on bureaucratic or judicial valuations to ensure some level of compensation for
the forced sale or transfer, or it denies compensation altogether. But the denial of compensation eliminates investment incentives, and
imperfect government-supplied valuations and
other forms of intervention interfere both with
allocative efficiency and investment efficiency. While the deviations from private property
may produce better outcomes for society than
a system without such deviations, they fall far
short of the social optimum. Our present system
mixes elements of an extreme form of capitalism
with the more naive forms of central planning.
Read the full article:
https://academic.oup.com/jla/article-abstract/9/1/51/3572441/
Property-Is-Only-Another-Name-for-Monopoly
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On Monopoly, Labor and Capital
Henry George testified as part of the investigation
conducted in 1883 by the Senate Committee Upon the
Relations Between Labor and Capital. For this portion
of the testimony, George is questioned by Senator
Willkinson Call of Florida (1834-1910).
Senator Call (SC): You have been engaged for
some years, I believe, in looking into the labor
question, the condition of the laboring population, and the relations of labor and capital, have
you not?
Henry George (HG): For some time, with a great
deal of attention.
SC: We should be glad to have a statement from
you in your own way of any facts that may be
within your knowledge in regard to the condition
of labor in its relations to capital, and any suggestions of remedies which you think would
bring about an improved condition of things.
HG: As for specific facts I presume you could
get them with much more advantage from other
persons, from those who are familiar with each
locality and the particular facts relating to it. The
general fact, however, is that there exists among
the laboring classes of the United States a great
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and growing feeling of dissatisfaction and discontent. As to whether the condition of the laboring
classes in the United States is getting any worse,
that is a difficult and complex question. I am
inclined to think that it is; but whether it is or
not, the feeling of dissatisfaction is evidently increasing. It is certainly becoming more and more
difficult for a man in any particular occupation to
become his own employer.
The tendency of business of all kinds, both in
production and in exchange, is concentration, to
the massing of large capital, and to the massing
of men. The inventions and improvements of all
kinds that have done so much to change all the
aspects of production, and which are still going
on, tend to require a greater and greater division of
labor, the employment of more and more capital,
and this makes it more and more difficult for a
man who has nothing but his labor to become his
own employer, or to rise to a position of independence in his craft or occupation.
SC: Can you state any economic reasons why
that is the case?
HG: I do not believe that there is any conflict of
interest between labor and capital, using those

terms in their large sense. I believe the conflict
is really between labor and monopoly. Capital is
the instrument and tool of labor, and under conditions of freedom there would be as much competition for the employment of capital as for the
employment of labor. When men speak of the aggressions of capital and of the conflict between
labor and capital I think they generally have in
mind aggregated capital, and aggregated capital
which is in some way or other a monopoly more
or less close. The earnings of capital, purely
as capital, are always measured by the rate of
interest. The return to capital for its employment,
risk being as nearly as possible eliminated, is
interest, and interest has certainly, for some time
past, been falling, until now it is lower than it ever
has been in this country before. The large businesses which yield great returns have in them
always, I think, some element of monopoly.
Do you wish me to go right on and give my views
generally, or do you desire me to limit myself to
answers to your questions?
SC: I wish you would first give us the economic
reasons why there are such aggregations of
capital. I would like also to have you explain the
sense in which you use the term “monopoly”
when you speak of these aggregations of capital.
HG: I use the term “monopoly” in the sense of
a peculiar privilege or power of doing certain
things which other persons have not. There are
various kinds of monopolies. As, for instance, the
monopolies given by the patent laws which give
to the inventor or to his assigns the exclusive
right to use a particular invention or process.
There are certain businesses that are in their
nature monopolies. For instance, in a little village
if one puts up a hotel which is sufficient to accommodate all the travel there, he will have a
virtual monopoly of that business, for the reason
that no one else will put up another to compete
with him, knowing that it would result in the loss
of money; and for that reason our common law
recognizes a peculiar obligation on the part of
the innkeeper; he is not allowed to discriminate
as between those who come to him for lodging or
food. Again, a railroad is in its nature a monopoly.
Where one line of road can do the business, no
one else is going to build another alongside of it,
and, as we see in our railroad system, the competition of railroad companies is only between

what they call “competing points” where two
or three roads come together, and as to these
the tendency is to do away with competition by
contract or pooling. The telegraph business is in
its nature a monopoly; and so with various others.
Then again, there is a certain power of monopoly
that comes with the aggregation of large capital
in a business. A man who controls a very large
amount of capital can succeed by underselling
and by other methods, in driving out his smaller
competitors and very often in concentrating the
business in his own hands.
SC: You see the term in a broader sense then, than
that of a monopoly created by law. You include in
it any exclusive right, whether created by facts
and circumstances or by law?
HG: Yes. As I have said, there are businesses which are in their very nature monopolies.
The two most striking examples of that are the
railroad and the telegraph.
SC: In your opinion, what are the economic
reasons why business tends to become concentrated and why all industries have a tendency to
aggregation in the hands of a few?
HG: I think that is the universal tendency of all
progress. It is because larger and larger capitals
are required and because labor becomes more
and more divided.
For instance, when boots and shoes are made by
hand the only capital required is a lap-stone and
a little kit of tools, and any man who has learned
the trade and can get a piece of leather can sit
down and make a pair of shoes. He can do it in
his own house and can finish his product there
and sell it. But when a machine is invented to be
used in that business, the shoemaker requires
capital enough to purchase that machine, and, as
more and more machines are invented, more and
more capital is needed, while the skill required
becomes less and less. I believe you have it in
testimony here that in the process of shoemaking now there are sixty-four different branches,
thereby requiring that number of costly machines
and differentiating the trade into that number of
subdivisions...
Machinery, in my opinion, ought to be an
advantage to labor. Its primary effect is simply
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to increase the product of labor, to add to the
power of labor, and enable it to produce more.
One would suppose, and in fact it was supposed
at the beginning of the era of modern inventions,
that the effect of the introduction of machinery
would be to very greatly improve the condition of
the laboring classes and largely to raise wages. I
think it quite certain that its effect has not been
that; that, while very many articles have been
greatly cheapened in cost and in price, wherever
there has been an increase in the wages of labor
it can he traced to something else; generally
to the efforts of the laborers themselves, by
the formation of trades unions and organizations which have wrested from their employers
a higher rate of wages, or to improvements in
government, or improvements in intelligence, or
improvement in morals. I think that whoever will
thoroughly examine the facts will come to the
conclusion that John Stuart Mill is right when
he says that “all the labor-saving machinery that
has hitherto been invented has not lessened the
toil of a single human being.”
While, on the other hand, by permitting and
requiring this great subdivision of labor and
dispensing to a great extent with skill on the
part of the laborer, it has reduced him to a far
more dependent condition than that which he
occupied before. That is illustrated by the case
we were speaking of a while ago. The old-fashioned shoemaker, having learned his trade and
purchased his kit of tools, was his own master.
If he did not find work in one place he could find
it in another place. He had the means of earning
a livelihood wherever he could find people who
wanted shoes. But now the shoemaker must
find a great factory and an employer with a large
amount of capital. Without such an employer
he is utterly helpless: he cannot make a shoe;
he can only make one tenth or one sixty-fourth
part of a shoe, or whatever the proportion may
be. It is the same way with all other trades into
which machinery has largely entered. The effect
of the introduction of machinery in any trade is to
dispense with skill and to make the laborer more
helpless. I think you all understand that effect of
machinery.
SC: Your idea is that the introduction of
machinery in the trades tends to prevent a man
from mastering the whole of his trade -- that he
learns a part of the trade instead of the whole
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trade?
HG: Yes. That in itself might not be a disadvantage: but it is a disadvantage under present conditions; those conditions being that the laborers
are driven by competition with each other to seek
employment on any terms. They must find it;
they cannot wait. Ultimately, I believe the trouble
to come from the fact that the natural field of employment, the primary source of wealth, the land,
has been monopolized and labor is shut off from
it.
Wages in all occupations have a certain relation
to each other: fixed by various circumstances.
such as the desirability of the employment; the
continuity of the work: the ease or difficulty of
learning it; the scarcity of the peculiar powers
required, and so on; but in a large sense they
must all depend upon the wages in the widest occupation. That occupation in this country is agriculture, and everywhere throughout the world
the largest occupations are those which concern
themselves directly and primarily with the soil.
Where there is free access to the soil, wages in
any employment cannot sink lower than that
which, upon an average, a man can make by
applying himself to the soil -- to those natural
opportunities of labor which it affords. When the
soil is monopolized and free access to it ceases,
then wages may be driven to the lowest point on
which the laborer can live.
The fact that in new countries wages, generally
speaking, are higher than they are in old countries,
is simply because in those new countries, as we
call them, the soil has not yet passed fully into
private hands. As access to the land is closed,
the competition between laborers for employment from a master becomes more intense, and
wages are steadily forced down to the lowest
amount on which the laborer can live.
In a state of freedom the introduction of machinery
could but add to wages. It would increase the productive power of labor, and the competition with
each other of those having such machinery and
desiring to employ labor would suffice to give the
laborer his full share of the improvement. Where
natural opportunities are closed up, however, the
advantages resulting from the use of machinery,
minus that part retained by monopolies arising
from its use, must ultimately go to the owners

of land, either in higher rents or higher prices.
You can see that very readily if you consider
a community in which one person or a small
number of persons had full possession of the
land. In such a case no one could work upon the
land or live upon it save upon their terms. Those
who had no land, having no means of employment, would have to compete with each other for
the privilege of working for those who had the
land. And wages would, of course, steadily sink
to the point at which a man could barely live.
Now, if you imagine a labor-saving invention introduced there, no matter how much it might
add to the productiveness of labor, the landlord
could necessarily claim the whole advantage,
just as he could claim any advantage arising
from increased fertility of the soil. lf inventions
were carried to the farthest imaginable point, so
that labor could be entirely dispensed with in the
production of wealth, the raw material must still
be obtained from the land, and therefore the landowners would have all the wealth that could be
produced, and would be absolutely independent
of labor. There would be no use for anybody else,
save as their servants or as pensioners on their
bounty. This point is of course unattainable, but
towards it labor-saving inventions tend, and their
general effect is to raise the price of land. This
is illustrated in the effect of railroads. Railroads

very much reduce the cost of transportation,
but that does not add anywhere to the wages of
labor, nor yet, generally, to the profits of capital. It
simply adds to the value of land. Where a railroad
comes wages do not increase; interest does not
rise; but land goes up in value.
All human production in the last analysis is the
union of labor with land; the combination, transmutation or modification of materials furnished
by nature so as to adapt them for the use of
man. Therefore where land is monopolized labor
becomes helpless. Where one man owns the land
he must necessarily be the master of all the other
men that live upon it. Where one class own the
land they must necessarily be the ruling class.
Those who have no land must work for those
who have it. In a ruder state of society, such as
that which existed in Poland and in many other
countries of the world, the system of serfdom
resulted simply from the ownership of the land.
The laborer was a serf because he must get his
living out of the land which another man owned.
In a state of society like ours, where the land is
very largely divided up, you do not see this so
clearly; but you can see it, on one side, in the
large sums which the owners of land are enabled
to obtain without doing anything themselves,
and on the other, in the conditions which exist
among the lowest class of laborers.
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HG: But you can utilize it. You will find in small
towns large edifices as good as many in Paris
or New York. But you do not find the erection
of those edifices gives equal value to the land
underneath. What gives value to the lot is that
its owner has the power to command a large
revenue from it. No matter how rich land may
be, no matter how well situated it may be, or how
available it may be, it is worth absolutely nothing
until somebody is willing to pay a premium for
its use. That constitutes the value of land. Now
the value of a horse, or of clothes, or of anything
else comes from the human labor expended in
producing it, in creating it, to speak metaphorically; but no human labor created the land. It
existed before we came into the world and it
will exist after we are gone. It is the field of our
exertion. That is the difference between land and
other kinds of property....
SB: I do not understand how you make your distinction between the land itself as property and
the superstructure which is upon it, or between
the land and the implements that are essential
in order to carry on production for the supply
of human wants. In other words, I think that in
claiming that land should be owned in common
you substantially claim that all property which
supplies human wants should be held in common.
Henry George is continuing to be patient with
Senator Henry W. Blair of New Hampshire (18341920), a conservative Republican.
Senator Blair (SB): But it is the power to combine
that land with human labor and with wood, with
brick, with mortar, with various other things,
which in combination constitute a building that
renders it valuable.
HG: The power to erect a house on it?
SB: The power to have a house erected upon it;
the power to convert it to an available purpose.
HG: Not [at] all. If you had a piece of land in the
interior of Africa you could erect a house on it?
SB: You would not have the power of utilization
in that case; you would have only the power of
waste. Land has no value until you can utilize it.
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HG: Not at all. As a matter of right, or as a matter
of expediency, whichever way you take it, there is
a very clear and broad distinction. That distinction is that this property which is the result of
labor is properly the reward of labor. You rightfully own your coat; I rightfully own mine, because
I have got it from the man who made it and have
paid him for it. Nobody can show me a title of
that kind to land. So far as the question of expediency goes, to make property which is the
result of labor common would be to destroy the
incentive to production. If I had to divide whatever
I produced with everybody I would have very little
or almost no inducement to produce anything. To
take from a man that which is the result of his
own labor, his own exertion, is to check his desire
to labor. But, no matter how much you might
make the value of land common, you could not
check the production of land; you could not make
land any less valuable. It would still have all the
properties that it had before.
Our present system of taxation, for instance, is

a discouragement to the production of wealth.
We tax a man according to what he has done,
according to what he has added to the wealth of
the community. Now, it is really a good thing to
add to the wealth of the community. No matter
how selfish a man may be be cannot keep it all to
himself. The more there is, the more, other things
being equal, we can all get; and it ought to be the
effort of everybody to stimulate production as
far as possible. But instead of that we tax men
for producing; we tax a man for getting rich; we
tax a man for his economy. What we ought to do
is to tax man according to the natural opportunities which they have and do not use. Take that
building over there. According to my notion that
building is an ornament and a convenience to the
city. It does not injure anybody. It is better that
there should be a building there than an unsightly
vacant lot; therefore I would not tax the man one
cent for putting up that building, but I would tax
him upon the value of the land upon which the
building stands. Under such a system of taxation
the man who has that fine building upon his lot
would not pay any more taxes than the man who
has this vacant lot with the ugly fence around it,
and the effect would be to stimulate building, and
to induce the holders of the land to take a lower
price for it or to let it to somebody who would
use it.
SB: You would still tax upon the value of the land,
you say. Upon its value at what time? Upon the
value in a state of nature, or upon the value with
all the surrounding improvements?
HG: Upon the value at the time the taxation was
imposed. For instance, I would tax it in 1883
according to the value of the land in 1883 if the
particular building upon it were swept away by
fire.
SB: Then all the land, occupied or unoccupied,
would be taxed upon that primary valuation?

countries. They build low there. Notwithstanding
this crowding, if you take a ride up on the Sixth
Avenue Railroad you will find any quantity of
land in a state of nature, but if you want to build
a house upon it you will be met by the owner who
will demand $5,000 or S10,000 or S25,000 for a
lot. You pay that and put up your house, and then
along comes the tax gatherer who taxes you for
the house, for the improvement you have made,
for the increased accommodation you have
furnished for the people of this city as well as for
yourself, and in all probability he taxes you more
on the value of the house or on the value of the
land on which the house stands than he taxes
the other land beside it which is lying vacant. I
think that is the general rule all over the United
States, that the occupied land, especially where
it is in the hands of small owners, is taxed even
on its value as land, higher than that which is
lying beside it unused. We ought, on the contrary,
to discourage the dog-in-the-manger business,
these people who are doing nothing themselves
to improve the land and are preventing others
from doing anything.
SB: I was going to ask you whether you would
confine taxation of occupied land to the value of
the land before it was occupied?
HG: Not at all. I would tax it whether it was
occupied or not so long as it had a value.
SB: Would you tax any other forms of property?
HG: I would not. I do not think it would be
necessary. I would say to the people, “Produce all
you can. The more everybody produces the more
there will be to divide, and the more each can get
for his share.”
Senator James George of Mississippi: In your
theory you disconnect the improvements entirely
from the land?

			

HG: Certainly. Here you have an enormous population crowded onto one-half of this island. The
population is denser in these downtown districts
around us here than anywhere else in the world.

HG: Certainly.

Senator Call chimes in: Except in the Eastern
countries.

HG: That would be in substance making it
common, but I would not in form make it common.
I would let the present holders call it their land,
just as they do now.

HG: They do not build in our way in the Eastern

SB: And you would make the land common
property?
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Geoists in History

Chaim Weizmann (1874 - 1952) by Karl Williams
He spent adolescent summers riding his father’s
log rafts downriver to Baltic ports.
Despite meagre means, his parents battled hard
so that their offspring could receive the benefits
of advanced education after strict Jewish
orthodox schooling in childhood. Incredibly, all
except one of the children ultimately became
either a scientist, physician, dentist, engineer or
pedagogue. When Chaim was eleven, he was sent
to a secondary school in nearby Pinsk where his
unusual scientific aptitude was encouraged by a
discerning science master.

“Miracles do happen, but you have to work
hard at them”
That a man can actually change the course of
history in a single field is a rare thing, but the
way Chaim Weizmann was destined to have
a profound impact over a sweeping range of
human endeavors beggars belief. As the father
of industrial fermentation he registered over 100
research patents, and as a chemist he played a
key role for the British in both world wars. He was
instrumental in the establishment of the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem. He worked with Arthur
Balfour to obtain the milestone Balfour Declaration, becoming the unchallenged leader of
Zionism and as such bringing about the founding
of the state of Israel. And as the first president of
Israel he set his nation on firm geoist footings.
While Chaim Azriel Weizmann (Hebrew: Hayyim
Azri’el Vaytsman) wasn’t exactly born in a
manger, the circumstances of his birth were the
most humble imaginable. He entered this world
in November 1874 in Motol, a backwater hamlet
in the western Russian empire (now Belarus),
the third of 15 children of Ezer Weizmann, a poor
lumber transporter. Motol lay close to dense
forests, surroundings that instilled in the boy a
love of trees that was to persist the rest of his life.
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Upon matriculating in 1891 the young student,
irked by university quotas restricting Jewish
admissions, left Russia to study chemistry
in Germany and Switzerland and there eked
out small remittances from his apartment by
teaching science and Russian. After obtaining
a distinguished PhD at Fribourg in Switzerland,
Weizmann taught chemistry at Geneva University
and concurrently engaged in organic chemistry
research, concentrating on dyestuffs and
aromatics. By selling several patented discoveries in the late 1890s, he mitigated his chronic
financial straits and was even able to help his
younger brothers and sisters through university.
In the same year as he obtained his doctorate
(1900) he met Vera Chatzman, a medical student,
in Geneva, and six years later they married and
were to have two sons. Taking up a position as
senior lecturer at the University of Manchester
in 1904 was to prove a great turning point in his
life, for Manchester was to become the home of
Chaim (or Charles, as he was known there) for
the next 30 years. In 1910 he became a British
citizen.
Soon Chaim’s role at Manchester turned to
research, where he discovered a new and revolutionary way to synthesize acetone, a major ingredient in explosives at that time. First Lord of
the Admiralty Winston Churchill became aware

of the possible use of Weizmann’s discovery
in early 1915, and Minister of Munitions David
Lloyd George joined Churchill in encouraging
Weizmann’s development of the process. Pilot
plant development of laboratory procedures was
completed in 1915 so industrial scale production
of acetone could begin in the six British distilleries requisitioned for the purpose in early 1916.
The effort produced 30,000 tonnes of acetone
during the war by means of a national collection of horse-chestnuts because supplies of
maize were inadequate for the quantity of starch
needed for fermentation.
The importance of Weizmann’s work gave him
favour in the eyes of the British Government,
which allowed Weizmann to have access to
senior Cabinet members to represent Zionist
aspirations. Here the singular force of Chaim’s
personality and his ability to charm and impress
eminent Englishmen helped to advance him to
the foremost place in the Zionist movement in
England. Zionism was on the rise, and Weizmann
dominated it by his political and diplomatic gifts
as well as his natural capacity for leadership.
If there was ever a pivotal moment in the history
of Zionism, it was the Balfour Declaration of
November 1917 which declared that:
“His Majesty’s Government views with favor the
establishment in Palestine of a national home
for the Jewish people, and will use their best
endeavors to facilitate the achievement of this
object, it being clearly understood that nothing
shall be done which may prejudice the civil and
religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine, or the rights and political status
enjoyed by Jews in any other country.”
This act was universally recognized as the
personal triumph of Chaim and confirmed
his role as the spokesman for the Jews and
Jewish State. Earlier British proposals were for
a Jewish agricultural settlement somewhere in
the colonies in East Africa (probably Uganda),
but the Balfour Declaration favoured the establishment of a Jewish homeland in Palestine. The
story goes that Chaim asked Balfour, “Would you
give up London to live in Saskatchewan?” When
Balfour replied that the British had always lived in
London, Weizmann responded, “Yes, and we lived
in Jerusalem when London was still a marsh.”

When World War I had erupted, the Zionist leadership had chosen to adopt a neutral position due
to how Jews were fighting in the uniforms of all
major armies. Chaim chose a different approach,
adopting a pro-British policy because of his
intuition that the war was going to change the
world order and that Britain had a high chance
of taking territories in the Middle East from the
Ottoman Empire. Chaim worked to persuade the
British that the success of Zionism was not just
a moral imperative but was also a direct British
interest.
In 1918, Chaim was appointed head of the Zionist
Commission sent to Palestine by the British government to advise on the future development of
the country. There he laid the foundation stone
of the Hebrew University. With every hope of
peace between Jews and Arabs, in that same
year Chaim met in Aqaba with Emir Feisal, son of
Sharif Hussein of Mecca, the leader of the Arab
movement, to discuss prospects of reaching an
understanding on the establishment of independent Arab and Jewish states. Faisal expressed
sympathy for the goals of Zionism, which were
similar to the nationalistic aspirations of the
Arabs. In January 1919, the two signed an
agreement of cooperation between Arabs and
Jews in the development of the Palestine. This
vision for the establishment of a productive
future for the two nations never came to fruition.
Arab riots of 1921 strengthened Chaim’s suspicions, and the relationship between Zionism and
the Arab world became one of conflict.
In 1921 Chaim was elected as President of the
World Zionist Congress. He traveled to the U.S.
and, together with Albert Einstein, managed a
fundraising campaign in support of the Hebrew
University.
In the interwar years, Chaim continued his efforts
in furthering the Zionist cause, working closely
with the British government. In 1939 he supported
the plan that would split the Palestinian region
into two sections, one for the Jews and one for
the Arabs. This plan was never implemented as it
did not have support from either the Jews or the
Arabs living in the region.
During World War II, he was an honorary adviser
to the British Ministry of Supply and did research
on synthetic rubber and high-octane gasoline.
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Chaim’s efforts to integrate Jews from Palestine
in the war against Germany resulted in the
creation of the Jewish Brigade of the British
Army which fought mainly on the Italian front.
The younger of Chaim’s two sons fought in the
Royal Air Force and was shot down and killed
in 1942. Near the end of the war, it was discovered that the SS had compiled a list of over 2,800
people living in Britain who were to be immediately arrested after a successful invasion of Britain
in the ultimately abandoned Operation Sea Lion.
The list included Chaim.

“Palestine must be built up without violating
the legitimate interests of the Arabs. Palestine
is not Rhodesia. 600,0000 Arabs live there who
have exactly the same rights to their homes as
we have to our national home”
To some of Chaim’s key Jewish political
opponents, his ideals of peace were seen as
compromising and weak. Chaim viewed terror
as a strategic error and an ethical disaster. He
was particular angry about the murder of Lord
Moyne, which took place while World War II was
still raging, as well as the bombing of the King
David Hotel in Jerusalem in July, 1946. That same
year, he summarized his attitude to violence at
the Zionist Congress by stating, “Zion will be
redeemed with justice—and not by any other
means.”
In 1948, he was sent to Washington D.C. to meet
with President Truman, which was to prove one
of the most important meetings in the history of
Israel. Chaim was then able to convince Truman
to withdraw all of the United States’ support for
Palestine. The meeting also led to the United
States recognizing Israel when it became a
country on May 18th, 1948. It also provided a one
hundred million dollar loan.
With the creation of the new state of Israel, the
twilight of Chaim’s political career was adorned
with the first presidency of Israel in February of
1949. But far from this being a merely symbolic
role, one of Chaim’s first tasks as president was
to advance the cause of Israel’s acceptance in
the United Nations. Again he traveled to New
York, and again he met President Truman. Chaim
expressed the desire of the State of Israel for rec-
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onciliation with the Arab world, including finding
a resolution to the problem of the refugees. On
May 11, 1949, Israel was accepted as a member
of the U.N.
But of what use is a homeland if the land itself
can be monopolized, speculated upon, treated
as a mere commodity and give rise to enormous
disparities of wealth? Chaim was not interested
in repeating the same flaws in land tenure and
taxation as other nations, so here we need to tell
the tale of the non-profit organisation, the Jewish
National Fund (JNF).
The First Zionist Congress was set up in 1897, the
year of Henry George’s death, with the purpose
of buying land in Palestine. The Fund came into
existence in 1901 at the Fifth Congress and was
incorporated in England in 1907 as a limited
liability company with the authority to finance
Jewish settlements on the land it bought. Its aim
was the national ownership of land, which did
away with private ownership. Land bought by the
JNF couldn’t be resold or sublet, but was held in
trusteeship and belonged to the whole nation.
The JNF’s central mechanism as a strategy for
nation-building was to reject privately owned

land because of how it gave rise to land speculation and the rise in land prices. The economy
of Palestine had two characteristics that favored
land speculation and the rise in land prices. It
was a pre-industrial country in which land could
be purchased relatively cheaply and, given the
increase in immigration, resold at a profit. Furthermore, public land ownership also corresponded to the Zionist endeavor to promote social
equality through land reform. Those driving the
JNF were aware of how geoist sanity would have
increases in the value of land conferred upon the
whole community. Thus the JNF’s policy was to
lease land long-term rather than sell it, and by
2007 the JNF own a full 13% of the total land in
Israel.
Not only Chaim, but many central leaders within
the Zionist movement were thoroughly imbued
with the social justice ideology of Henry George,
and Progress and Poverty had already been translated into Hebrew. It was read not only by the
dominant socialist culture within the Zionist
movement, but also by middle-class Zionists.
But this perspective on land ownership didn’t
suddenly arise in Jewish minds when Henry
George started writing - no, to many Jews George
was simply restating (albeit in comprehensive
and eloquent terms) a set of timeless truths.
Land in ancient Israel was democratized from

its inception with the Jubilee system of periodic
land redistribution. Zionist thinkers such as
Theodor Herzl, Emma Lazarus, Louis Brandeis,
Albert Einstein, and Franz Oppenheimer all
espoused the economic philosophy of geoism
and the works of Henry George by calling for a
land value tax.
To some, fighting the good fight can be enlivening. But Chaim’s struggles had involved decades
of arduous political battles as well as the death
of close family members, not to mention the
Holocaust. Worn out by sorrow and strife, his
sight failed as his general health became more
and more frail. In a biblical fashion, he had led
his people to their promised land and could now
lay down his worn out body. He nevertheless
maintained a brave front in postwar years until,
in November 1952, he died after a long illness.
It is perhaps fitting that the grave of a selfless
servant of his people is simple and unadorned. It
is certainly fitting that 250,000 people attended
his funeral and that hundreds of thousands of
grateful admirers continue to visit it each year.
Next instalment: no. 65 in our series looks at one of
the most important figures in the development of
economic theory, David Ricardo.
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